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lative amendment of the Constitution providing that less than the
whole number of jurors may return a verdict in the trial of certain
crimes. Constitutional Law. Dec. 28, 1926.

For a Legislative Amendment of the Constitution providing
that Less than the Whole Number of Jurors may return
a Verdict in Certain Instances.

1 A joint session of the senate and house of representa-
-2 fives hereby declares it to be expedient to alter the
3 constitution by the adoption of the following article of
4 amendment, to the end that it may become a part of
5 the constitution, if similarly agreed to in a joint session
6 of the next general court and approved by the people
7 at the state election next following.

8

9 In the trial of any crime other than murder by a jury
10 in this commonwealth, after twelve hours’ deliberation,
11 the agreement of five sixths of any jury shall constitute
12 a verdict. And in the case of a trial for murder by a
13 jury in this commonwealth, after twenty hours’ de-
-14 liberation, the agreement of five sixths of any jury upon
15 a verdict of “guilty of murder in the second degree”
16 shall constitute a verdict.
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17 In any verdict thus agreed upon by less than the
18 whole number of jurors, the verdict shall be signed by
19 all jurors concurring therein.
20 It shall be the duty of the clerk of the session to keep

21 record of the time used by the jury in its deliberation,

22 and such deliberation shall be deemed to commence

23 when the jury enters its consultation room.






